This study mainly concerns about the design of HIFU technology which is a popular research field in non-invasive surgery. HIFU is a kind of time-consuming non-invasive treatment. Therefore, this study proposes a novel HIFU probe which can provide large focus area and set up a 3D simulation system which can verify the large focus area. By comparing with general probe, the simulation result confirmed that the design in this study is indeed reducing the surgical time.
Introduction
The purpose of the study is to design a HIFU treatment for tumor regarded as High Intensity Focus Ultrasound that enable to enlarge the burning area of high-intensity focused ultrasound probe to treat cancer. HIFU burning technique is a kind of technique which use high intensity ultrasound energy to project into human body and focus on tumor cells, killing cells with high temperature due to the energy accumulation. The main advantage of this treatment is to relieve patient's suffering, and with faster recovery; In addition, HIFU therapy has no radiation and less side effects after operation, therefore, it has great research values and potentials. The main goal of the research is focus on breast tumor treatment.
Breast cancer is one of the top cancer that women suffer around the world; Not only thread women's life, man also needs to aware of the probability of suffering.
The study focus especially on breast cancer treatment and design a huge burning region probe which is suitable for applying on the area of simple-organized cancer cells. Huge burning region technique not only reduce the treatment time consuming , but also relieve tremendous patient burden and raise efficiency of destroying cancer cells.
This study make use of simulation to verify the theory and propose. The full path 3D simulation can help understanding entire behavior of ultrasound from a probe all the way into a body completely. Ultrasonic sound pressure and energy will be completely recorded during the propagation. Besides, this study compare general curved type probe with the designed probe for focus distribution behavior, through comparison of these probes can easily observe the differences. This study consider the parameters of human body tissue and acoustic medium, the result of simulation is close to the practical status and have great reference value. The simulation result shows that the designed probe of this study has considerable reliability and is able to provide burning effect by huge energy accumulation.
Study Background
In medicine, tumors have been a puzzling disease. Malignant tumor is often one of the top ten cause of death. Every part of the cause is not the same and has different name according to the site of disease, while breast cancer is one of the common type of cancer. So far, medicine is still not able to make a conclusion of the cause of cancer completely; and there is no set of treatment that can be guaranteed to fully cure cancer. The common treatment at present are: surgical therapy [1-2], radiation therapy [3] [4] , chemotherapy [5] [6] , the medical community make a great effort continuously finding therapies in order to cure cancer patients.
Cancer research has been going on for many decades, the present study shows that no matter temperature raise or fall will affect the survival rate of the cells within the body.
In 1977, Dewey presented that the live possibility of cell can be affected by changing environment temperature. Placed in 43℃ about 100 min, cell viability was reduced to 1% or less. The effect of the cell survival was even more significant as temperature increased. These study shows that the thermal effects can destruct the tumor cells.
Since studies show that the survival rate of the cells will be decrease as temperature rising, many kinds of methods that apply thermal to kill cancer cells has been developed. The common technique discussed most is electromagnetic radiation therapy and ultrasound therapy; in general, ultrasound therapy treatment is among less burden to patient body. Unlike general treatment, ultrasound treatment has the property of non-invasive and non-radioactive, therefore, it has more advantages than other treatment. For example, it can avoid tumor metastasis due to vessel destruction, reduce recovery time consuming after operation, there will not have any physical cells destruction, and no radiation side effects.
This study makes use of high-intensity focused ultrasound (High Intensity Focused Ultrasound, HIFU) for a tumor treatment which has advantages of non-invasive and no radiation accumulation. HIFU technique utilizes the high frequency wave energy which have directional characteristic to focus on one point and enable to precisely do the burning. Focus point inside of human body can accumulate huge energy, which instantly generate high temperature 60~100℃, killing tumor cells with high temperature by acoustic energy generation. Different locations of tumor have different treatment strategies in heating process [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . We can categorize tumor as static or dynamic according to the location and characteristic. Static tumor is a type of tumor which do not have any movement with the breath, such as breast cancer [16] , brain cancer [17] , these treatments simply heat at a fix point, but depending on the different depth of the tumor and skin tissue, ultrasound probe must be setted as different frequencies and focused intensity. Dynamic tumor is a type of tumor that will have movement with breath rate, such as lung cancer, liver cancer [18] ; these treatments are much more complicated than static's treatment.
The study designs a probe for breast cancer treatment among static tumor. Unlike dynamic tumor has movement trajectory, it can have bigger focus point inside static burning tumor, operation of static tumor is easily to define a precise burning position, so the size of focus point can be designed bigger; therefore, the mainly goal of this study is to shorten HIFU treatment time-consuming and operation repeat times. The advantage of reducing burning amount is to avoid tumor cells generate temperature resistance after several repeat burning, making cancer cells more tenacious. A huge region of burning will even reduce tumor survival rates, and it is also the goal of this research. Unlike general curved probe design, the study propose a square probe design which has several square probes along the circumference of focus point is able to enlarge focus volume and enhance reaction speed. For large tumor treatments, this design provide a faster and more efficient solution.
Ultrasound probe simulations applying on acoustic field have been studied for years [21] [22] [23] [24] . Most of current studies are using 2D or single medium simulation to verify sound field theory. This study considers each parameter of mediums on the way acoustic wave pass through and sets the parameters into simulation during HIFU treatment (such as attenuation coefficient, reflection coefficient). The sound source of simulation is simulated by piezoelectric modes, observing entire acoustic field changed in space field by 3D simulation that this study set up is easily to compare the focus size. Finally, the study completes a full path 3D simulation, make simulation result closer to the practical situation.
Simulation Method and Design
Before designing focus ultrasonic probe, we need to understand the principle and governing equations of acoustic field propagation. When having acoustic disturbance, ideal fluid medium exist three basic equations which are equation of motion, equation of continuous and equation of solid state, respectively. The acoustical relationship in equation are non-linear, however, if assuming acoustic parameters change slightly with location, time variation, and also their quadratic variation are even small enough that can be neglect, this three equations can be linearized as:
Combining above equations, we will derive the governing equation of the acoustic field as:
and are related to the frequency.
where is complex wavenumber, is complex impedance and is attenuation coefficient.
If discussing the propagation of sound source under different frequency, wave differences between high-frequency and low-frequency for basic plane of the piston is that high-frequency wave exist directivity, If the wave is excited by higher frequency, the directivity will be more obviously. The distribution of acoustic field of directional wave is combine with main lobes and side lobes, the composition is determined according to the value of ka, where k is the wave number, a is the size of the acoustic radiation source, which illustrates directivity distribution is related to the ratio of the acoustic source size and the wavelength. The overall characteristic of the directivity can be expressed by the Rayleigh acoustic field equation: (10) From the directional characteristic expression above, we can learn that ka=3.83, 7.02, 10.2…which are the range of critical point can determine it side lobes amount and distribution. The higher directional propagation of acoustic filed exist either with larger plane size or higher excitation frequency of acoustic source. The study use simulation software to present the change of the directivity difference and the distribution behavior of side lobes under different ka value condition. Consider dimension of the hole radius is under 1m, we discuss acoustic field distribution and it directivity with different frequency acoustic source of circular piston.
If we compare the ka value with distribution of acoustic field from the simulation result, then we learn that the amount of side lobes will increase as the frequency raise; meanwhile, the range of the main lobes will become narrow. If 9.155  ka , emitting acoustic field will have a complete main lobe with an complete side lobe plus an incomplete side lobe. On the other hand, if 13.732  ka , emitting acoustic field will have a main lobe with two complete side lobes plus an incomplete side lobe. The results of these simulations are closely meet with the theoretical. From the result, a sound field excited by high frequency acoustic wave and a large probe have a better directivity. In general, the benefit of a huge surface probe not only can generate larger energy when driven but also shows better directional characteristic which is an important factor (see Figure 1 ). Generally speaking, the main design of the probe is using a piezoelectric material. The study also selects PZT material to simulate and investigate the mode of probe under different frequency vibration which can be used as ultrasonic incident acoustic source. The study first simulate the small focus point with piezoelectric material, each single piezoelectric patch radius is 10mm which is trapezoidal columnar. The dimension of the piezoelectric former piece and back chip is 5.17mm and 5.71 mm, respectively; The thickness and the height of each trapezoidal piezoelectric sheet is 1mm and 5mm,respectively; And the thickness of the front and back matching layer each is 0.5mm. Compare the probe with general curved probe which focus radius is 10mm and 5 mm, respectively (Piezoelectric slice thickness of 1mm, the front and back matching layer 0.5mm) (see Figure 2 ). We can observe that different vibration mode will cause distinct burning effect in the burning space.
Discuss about focus transducer, except the general small type of probe, a desire probe is capable of huge acoustic source region as possible during tumor burning operation. The larger area of probe, the larger energy it can provide; therefore, that burning region can heat up faster, also focus area can increase, which lead to shorten the overall operation time and reduce patient's burden. The stage of this study use 0.5MHZ periodic signal as drive source, and first simulate the small dimension probe not only alleviate computation but also observe piezoelectric sheet acoustic field distribution under vibration mode.
We can learn the mode of incident sound source from piezoelectric modal analysis results. In order to simulate complex acoustic path on practical operation, the study establish the full path multi-block 3D stereo acoustic field simulation so that the result will close to practical status. We propose a probe design method to achieve huge region tumors burning which the piezoelectric material is divided into three equal parts, each of them is a specific trapezoidal design; As long as three probes joint, ultrasonic energy from the probe will gather on same position at 10mm. The result of simulation shows that the higher frequency, the clearer directivity region discriminate from patch variation of piezoelectric material which enable establish specific burning region and provide a reference guide for huge region burning method. The overall parameters on planning path are water, blood, fat, muscle, and probe part which are all listed in (see Table 1 , Table 2 ). 
Result and Analysis
From the simulation results (see Figure 3 )of curve shape and the self-designed big square area multi-rectangle focused probe on figure 3 tells that the energy of focus point is much higher when using curve shape probe. But if we set the focus point as the center of circle and observe the distribution of sound pressure can found that the pressure around the focus point gather much more energy and the energy of curve shape probe decrease faster. By u sing isobaric series method to express can easily analyze the distribution of sound pressure (see Figure 4 ). It is obvious to observe that the focus region of self-designed probe last until much deeper. Compare with two probes, the depth of self-designed probe focus region is about two times from curve shape probe. From the lateral view as shown in (see Figure 5 ), the self-designed probe increases not only the depth but also the width of the burning focus region. On the whole, the burning space of self-designed probe is much bigger than general probe. This proves that the designed probe can reach the expected goal.
The probe which designed in this research can gather energy in a line at high frequency, when doing multi-simulation of many mediums analysis under ultrasonic source at 0.5Mhz can observe that the sound energy is gathered not only on focus point but also on the space behind it. Through the result, if the tumor of surgery target is big, it will take a lot of time for operation, big focus point can help the operation much more efficiently, so the designed probe in this research can provide a faster and efficiency method for general HIFU operation. 
Conclusion
The technique of this research is called HIFU, non-radiation and non-invasion is the advantage of this treatment method. So many relative researchers are focus on the advanced subject of HIFU [25] [26] [27] .
According to the acoustic propagate theorem can clearly realize the sound source and the sound field characteristic. These theorems can apply on the sound source which simulate by different vibration mode and discuss the relativity of the distribution of sound energy. On the basis of it, this research proposes the design method of ultrasound probe. From the result of simulation can obviously observe the sound field differences between normal curve shape probe and self-designed probe, the self-designed probe can reach the purpose of burning the big square area efficiency and the process of the plane-like rectangle probe is easier than normal focus probe.
This research is novel and has many practical application values. Not only set up a whole route simulation system which can consider many mediums, but also design a probe can provide bigger focus point, This result shows that the self-designed probe can decrease the operation time which let patient's body suffer less and the whole simulation system provide a good analysis method for HIFU relative research.
